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Inside the Issue Editorial

As a magazine designed for the exploration of daily affairs around 
the globe, it seemed fitting for the theme of this issue to be war and 
conflict. It is dolorous to think that as a society, evolution has man-
ifested in the form of perpetuated war instead of progress. Howev-
er, along with society, war has evolved too. Immortalised in litera-
ture, we can find vignettes that describe this metamorphosis. From 
a poem written for a war-mongering people to its most glorified 
line, ‘dulce et decorum est pro patria mori’, being branded a lie by a 
modern poet, we can see how the outlook of warfare has changed.
War is usually described as an armed conflict between two or more 
groups of people and conflict as a severe disagreement. With these 
thoughts in mind, we will be delving into aspects of modern warfare 
from a STEEM point of view.  By this, we will talk about different 
factions of war and their impact on the world and its citizens whilst 
explaining the science behind them.  This edition of Curi(e)osity 
also delves into inter-governmental conflicts as well as international 
wars by relating it to advancements in sciences and technology, in-
creased economic development and mathematical and logical oper-
ations. This collection of knowledge would be eternized by another 
war poem written by one of our own.
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As  the  title  indicates, this  article  is  going  to  be  about  the  engi-
neering   side  of  war,  its  weaponr ,  and  arms. But  before  we  get  to  
the  present-day  scenario  let’s  turn back  time  to World  War 1. 
 
People substantiated themselves surprisingly candid and versa-
tile when it came to discovering better approaches to damage 
and kill during the First World War. Every nation used more 
than one type of firearm, of which the most common were rifles. 
Apart from that machine guns, which could sustain the fire of 
450-600 per minute were very popular and were usually based 
on Hiram Maxim’s 1884 design. Reports of infantry utilizing 
a type of fire tossing gadget can be found as far back as anti-
quated China. Yet, the principal recorded utilization of hand-
held flamethrowers in battle was on February 26, 1915, when 
the Germans sent the weapon at Malancourt, close to Verdun. 
The British presented the Stokes mortar plan in 1915, which 
had no moving parts and could start up to 22 three-inch shells 
each moment, with a scope of 1,200 yards. Poison gas, tanks, 
submarines, aircraft, all played a huge role in aiding the war. 
 
War has consistently lead to the greatest jumps forward in in-
novation, with every Country continually endeavoring to have 
the most developed and able combat hardware to secure their 
inclinations. The modern era has brought weapons that the 
average mind wouldn’t even be able to fathom. The ADAP-
TIV camouflage can mask a military vehicle’s infrared sig-
nature and shield them from detection by allowing them to 
blend in with their surroundings. The thunder generator, as its 
name suggests is quite impressive and can explode a blast in 
its barrel, then, at that point discharge that as a rapid shock-
wave that could be utilized to briefly stun and push back in-
dividuals up to 100 feet away. Technology is simply a thing of 
wonder now that guns can fire underwater also! Smart bullets 
can change course mid-air to surely hit their targets. Micro 
Air Vehicles (MAV) are essentially cyborg bugs and winged 
creatures that have cameras and tracking devices that pro-
vide perfect tracking capabilities that no one would expect! 
 
As you can see, we as a race have advanced and improved at an 
almost terrifying speed, and there will surely be new ideas and 
innovations that will be made in the future also. After all, some 
of them may be in progress right this very minute!
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Warfare has historically been infamous for its devastating effects on the lives of 
individuals directly or indirectly involved in it. Events dated thousands of years ago 
outline the clever yet fatal tactics used by armies to weaken their enemies without 
the use of brute force. Contamination of water and food supplies was a fairly com-
mon technique used to quickly disable the opposition. War camps are known to be 
breeding grounds for various infectious diseases. So, who’s to say that soon warring 
countries won’t use infectious vectors to disarm not just armies but to weaken the 
very fabric of a nation by attacking their entire population? 
According to WHO, biological weapons are bacteria, viruses or pathogens that aid 
in the spread of infectious diseases to a large population. Toxins obtained from these 
living beings are however still considered chemical weaponry. With pivotal advances 
in technology like the CRISPR gene-editing system, it wouldn’t take much effort for 
scientists to create a microorganism strong enough to take down millions of people 
in a matter of a few weeks.  
We have already experienced the extent to which a microscopic being can hinder 
the economic progress of countries. The Covid-19 pandemic has been insightful in 
the discovery of the hidden potential of viruses in altering the course of history and 
introducing a massive change in the lives of millions around the globe.  
There are laws and provisions in place that prevent researchers from practising tech-
niques that could potentially result in the leak of a deadly pathogen into the world 
outside. However, the question remains, does restricting the use of certain tech-
niques hinder the progress of science or is it all for the greater good?

Evolution of Warfare
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The company ‘Apple’ was named in memory of 
Steve Job’s summer when he worked in an or-
chard in Oregon. But the real story starts in a 
garage on April 1, 1976. Steve Jobs (age 20) and 
Steve Wozniak started the company and later 
that year debuted the Apple 1 at the Homebrew 
computer club. They however faced downfall in 
1982 when they rivaled IBM. This resulted in 
the creation of Lisa, another expensive failure.  
 
To help cope with with the losses, Jobs and 
Woznaik started working on the Macin-
tosh, which proved to be a huge success by 
1986. Apple had gradually become a $2 bil-
lion enterprise with over 4,000 employees!     
 
When he was 30, Steve Jobs was asked to leave his 
own company by John Sculley. He took the loss 
like a punch to the gut but slowly he realised that 
sometimes when you feel you can’t breathe any-
more, you have to relax. He was very productive 
and built two new companies, NeXT Step and 
Pixar. While NeXT Step wasn’t much of a success, 
Pixar was really popular with the people as soon 
as the first computer animated film, the Toy Story 
was released.

While Jobs was reaping in his hard earned suc-
cess, Apple was falling apart because of pressure 
from Microsoft. In 1996, Jobs persuaded Ap-
ple into buying NeXT Step and while he was in-
itially appointed as Apple’s advisor, Steve Jobs 
was rightfully proclaimed as intern CEO in 1997. 
 
In 2004,Jobs was told that he would only be able to 
live for another 3-6 months as he had developed pan-
creatic cancer. Fortunately, it was later found that he 
had a rare type of cancer that was curable by surgery.  
 
In January 2006, Apple’s Market Capitalisation sur-
passed Dell’s. The same month, Jobs also joined the 
Disneys Board after they bought Pixar for $7.4 bil-
lion. Between 2007 and 2010, Steve Jobs and Ap-
ple revolutionised modern technology by launch-
ing the iPhone, MacBook, iPad and the iPod touch.  
On January 17, 2011, Steve Jobs went on medi-
cal leave for the second time, just two years af-
ter his 6 month absence due to liver transplant.  
On August 24th, he stepped down from Apple CEO, 
and became their chairman. On 5th October 2011, 
Steve Jobs died of pancreatic cancer complications.
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Steve Jobs: Case in point 

Over the years technology has failed to leave a single 
aspect of human life untouched and of course, war-
fare remains no stranger to this invention as well.  
Dating back to the First World War with the populari-
sation of the machine gun and trench warfare, techno-
logical advances, ever since their introduction, aided 
with the slaughters of a myriad of innocents. Eventu-
ally transitioning to radar technology and highly ad-
vanced military tactics including artillery and atomic 
weapons during world war 2 and now moving onto self 
steering bullets and satellite melters, mechanisation 
continues to advance turning the wildest innovations 
one can think of to physical matter.

Of course, like everything else, these ad-
vances have their merits and demerits. One 
of the biggest advantages being easy com-
munication which is crucial when it comes 
to warfare, technology changed the way sol-
diers communicated on the battlefield from 
telephones in WW1 to a joint tactical radio 
system. Defensive weapons are another bless-
ing that technology has offered in the world 
of war as they help ward off offensive blows 
prevent a great deal of ruination, injury and 
manslaughter. Along with the above, new 
technologies provide high-resolution data 
about terrain, tactical and environmental 
condition, vital for survival, that can be dis-
patched almost instantaneously to the troops.

On the flip-side, its no surprise that military ad-
vances such as shock cavalries and nuclear weapons 
have made having a killing spree on the battlefield 
easier than ever. The amount of service members 
that have been mercilessly executed at the hands 
of new technology is higher than ever. Mass mur-
der is vastly more accessible to organisations and 
the abuse if violent mechanical advances, although 
clearly cruel, is inevitable. Communication, along 
with being a perk, can also take a dangerous turn as 
hacking into the enemies lines is feasible predom-
inantly increasing potential dangers, despite it not 
being fair play.

Technology affecting warfare 
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The stench of hatred and grief,  
stronger than the bloodshed,  
Hands clasped tightly,  
wishing peace upon the dead.  
 
The sound of screams and gunshots,  
ringing through the air,  
Victory clouding their senses,  
no lives to spare. 
 
Their triumph may be spoken of,  
And recounted in tales,  
but ultimately, 
Humanity is what fails.

morality
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War. The mere mention of the name evokes a wide range of emotions, from 
dread to adulation. Some of us choose to close our eyes, as though even remem-
bering and thinking about war brings it closer to us. War remains, as it always has, 
one of humanity’s greatest mysteries. Even so, there are many aspects of conflict 
that we choose not to be aware of or consider. Questions like: What really goes on 
in a battle? How do armies form strategies? Or should war even be an option?

Mathematics is a science that’s all around us, affects everything we do. Therefore, it 
is quite reasonable to assume that it plays an important role in wars and battles as 
well. We all know that the modern military business consumes every nourishment 
within its reach: Science, money, people, etc. We also know that modern warfare 
and its preparation is build intensively on advanced technology. We know, final-
ly, that modern science and modern technologies are thoroughly dependent on 
mathematics. 

Math has for centuries been stimulated, financed and credited for military purpos-
es. Weapons designers use it to create new weapons, while soldiers use it to count 
how many bullets are remaining in their rifles. It’s also commonly used to organise 
logistical routes and schedules. The air force uses it to compute the trajectory of 
aircraft and missiles. It is used by the navy for navigation and detection, such as 
in radar and sonar. Engineers, pioneers, and sappers utilise it in a variety of tasks, 
including the construction of defensive emplacements and lines, the laying and 
removal of minefields and explosives, demolition, and the repair of damaged and 
malfunctioning armoured and non-armoured vehicles.

Mathematics is also significant in cypher warfare, which has grown in importance 
in recent years for intelligence gathering and counterintelligence, industrial espio-
nage, and sabotage. Secret organisations such as the NSA, RAW, MI6, GCHQ, and 
others are continually developing and attempting to break secret codes with the 
help of mathematics! Come to think of it, what is war without numbers?

A very good example of cipher warfare was the breaking of the German cipher 
known as Enigma during the Second World War by the Allies, which lead to them 
to victory in the battle of Atlantic. Once, the Allies were able to determine that 
the serial numbers on tanks had a pattern denoting the order of tank production. 
Using this data, the Allies created a mathematical model to determine the rate of 
German tank production with a group of mathematicians in Bletchley Park. Turns 
out the serial-number methodology was spot on. It has now been estimated that 
the war was reduced by two years due to the work at Bletchley Park.

Here’s the math:

If we really think about it, what is it about war that interests us? Number of casual-
ties? Number of soldiers and war machinery? Codes? Formations? 

All those years ago, has it not been for Alan Turing, who decoded the Enigma 
Code, history as we know it now, would have been devastatingly different. For so 
many lives saved, and so many days spared, we have got mathematics to thank for 
it. 

How Many Bullets Fired…?
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As we near the anniversary of the astound-
ing demonetisation, we recall the news 
flash on November 8th, 2016 and analyse 
the impact of the demonetisation after 3 
years on the Indian economy. Demonetisa-
tion was introduced to combat corruption 
and control counterfeiting (double spend-
ing) in the Indian Economy. This unprec-
edented news headline led to queues out-
side ATMs and utter chaos in the economy. 
What do RBI officials have to say about it ?  
According to Hindustan Times, Raghuram 
Rajan the former RBI chief said that “At no 
point during my term was the RBI asked to 
make a decision on demonetisation,”. Fur-
ther, “I was asked by the government in Feb-
ruary 2016 for my view on demonetisation, 
which I gave orally. Although there might 
be long-term benefits, I felt the likely short-
term economic costs would outweigh them,” 
Rajan wrote.

Several sources state that RBI data, avail-
able now, shows 99% of the high-value 
notes have returned to the banking system, 
meaning hoarders of black money found a 
way to legitimise most of their dodgy cash.  
Is this the first time there has been 
a difference in the advice of the RBI 
and the government’s ideology ?  
No. As there are healthy differences in opin-
ions and should be encouraged, Rajan’s exit 
from the RBI also zeroed down to such a 
problem. According to the Insider, this de-
cision to quit was because he felt a lack of 
support from the political bosses. Several 
controversies- pressure by the government, 
implausible criticism by some political lead-
ers and feuds within the system- surround 
this topic and leave the readers pondering 
about the politics involved in such crucial 
decisions. How will this internal conflict 
impact the already fragile Indian Economy?

RBI vs The Centre 
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